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Abstract 

The relationship between Sour Crude Oil and Green Energy ETFs 

By 

Cunzhi Han 

September, 2012 

The main idea of this paper is to test relationship between Sour Crude Oil market 

and Green Energy ETFs market. The data samples were collected from Bloomberg 

through Aug 17th 2012 to Aug 15th 2013. To analyse multiple time series data sets, this 

paper employed the Johansen test and the Vectors Error Correction model. The final 

results show both long and short-term relationships, that the Sour Crude Oil spot price is 

a leading indicator between these two markets. 
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Chapter1: Introduction 
 

1.1 Purpose of Study 

As an indispensable energy product, Crude Oil has become an important 

economic factor. It is often categorized in two kinds: Sweet Crude Oil and Sour Crude 

Oil. Sour Crude Oil generates more pollution and like CO2 and H2S during oil 

combustion, which may have a serious impact on the air quality. With rising concerns of 

quality of life, issues on the environment, energy and its effects have become a hot topic. 

Thus, high pollution gas emission energy related or offset products have now entered the 

financial market place. For example, green Energy ETFs represent a pollution gas 

emission energy offset product, and are traded in the global financial market.  

 

Being an important part of the global financial market, the Crude Oil spot price 

could significantly influence financial market. According to Kilian and Park (2009), oil 

demand and oil supply shocks could explain one fifth of the long-run variation in U.S. 

real stock returns. While, Sour Crude Oil price could follow this basic economic theory 

as well on the other hand it could also be affected by other economic factors or financial 

instruments.  

 

This paper aims at examining the relationship between Sour Crude Oil and Green 

Energy ETFs. Oil demand and oil supply shocks Crude Oil prices directly, therefore, the 

price of Crude Oil would influence stock price. Based on this logic, this paper uses 

historical price data. And the data details employed in this study are introduced later.  
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Generally, investors focus on the correlation between the two instruments, and 

purpose of this paper is not only to test the relationship between the Sour Crude Oil spot 

price and the global 

Green Energy ETFs, but also to measure how strong a relationship exists. To be specific 

this requires an estimation of how much of the Sour Crude Oil spot price fluctuation can 

be explained by the Green Energy ETFs. What is more, this paper will also determine 

which is a leading indicator based on the results of the empirical study. 

 

1.2 Background of Crude Oil 

 

1.2.1 Brief Introduction of Crude Oil  

 

Crude Oil is the most widely used fuel source which supports the main needs of 

the world’s energy and the market for Crude oil is larger than any other sector in the 

financial and physical markets. Moreover, crude oil can be used in synthetic fibers, 

plastics and bitumen. Price changes have a huge effect on financial markets. Most of the 

crude oil is traded internationally in the OTC market. However, the detail of the 

transactions can`t be observed, so price reporting agencies hold the responsibility to 

report the price of oil.  

 

1.2.2 Characteristics of Crude Oil 

 

Density and sulphur content are the most important characteristics to distinguish 

different types of crude oil. According to the report of the American Petroleum Institute, 
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crude oils may be referred to as either sweet or sour depending on the level of 

hydrogen sulfide present. Sweet Crude Oil has very little H2S whereas sour crude has 

larger quantities of present. When the total sulphur level in the oil is more than 0.5%, the 

oil is called "sour". The lower the density and sulphur content of the crude oil is, the 

higher quality would be recognised. Sweet crude is usually more expensive than the 

heavy and sour crude oil. Specifically, heavy crude oils produce less higher-value 

products, such as diesel, gasoline and jet fuel, so sour crudes require more processing 

than sweet crudes.   

 

1.2.3 The Market for Crude Oil 

 

Specifically tailored contracts are needed for trading the crude oil in the OTC 

market. More than ninety percent of the crude oil is traded under medium to long-term 

contracts. However, there is another market, the “spot market”, which is for the physical 

delivery for the crude oil. Typically in the oil market, the “spot” transaction is not a 

long-term contract since the buyer has always underestimated the contract requirement. 

For near-term forward transactions, the “spot” transaction in oil is accurate and the most 

“spot” transaction will be reported as soon as ten days and up to sixty days after signing 

the contract. But for commodities, it generally takes much shorter; for example, it 

usually takes two days for London Metal Exchange delivered the spot price for metals 

and for the US Henry Hub, it only takes one day to deliver the gas spot price.  For crude 

oil trading in the financial market, consumers, producers and financial institutions often 

use hedging activities and arbitrage. For the OTC financial contract, swap and options 

are most commonly used. The forward contracts are the instrument that the OTC market 
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is commonly used, because in the forward contract, the entire price and the future 

delivery date have been specified and the forward contract is more flexible than the 

futures contract.  

 

Over the past years, the interest on crude oil in the exchange traded market has 

increased, which shows that in the futures market, there is an increased number of non-

traditional participants. Compared to other commodities, the exchange- traded turnover 

for crude oil is extremely higher, which shows that it plays an important role in the 

global economy.  

 

1.2.4 Green Energy ETF 

 

Green Energy is the opposite of fossil energy. Green Energy includes solar, wind, 

geothermal and other energy. They are trying to displace the oil and other fossil fuels in 

the future and reduce carbon emission volume dramatically. ETFs are becoming popular 

investment products in recent years due to their advantages compared to mutual funds. A 

Green Energy ETF is an exchange trade fund which tracks companies related to the 

Green energy industry.  

 

Since 2008, there has been an upward spike in oil price, which has caused 

volatility in the energy sector as well as being controversial on the political side. For 

instance, there has already been a failure in solar energy projects in the US companies 

due to politically controversy. The price of some particular solar space is much cheaper 

in China than in the US, so it is hard for some companies to remain competitive. As a 
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result, no matter how high the price of carbon-based fuel and how energy sources are 

attractive to the companies, there is still not much accrued profits to ETFs and 

alternative energy companies. From the research, it shows that ETFs are based on 

indexes which are tied to some popular index providers such as S&P, MSCI, Russell and 

Dow Jones.  

 

There is a huge growth in demand for renewable energy in the U.S. According to 

the statistics, three percent of the U.S households participate in the green pricing 

program. In fact, each consumer has their own preference and there are many different 

resources that can produce renewable energy. The prior survey shows that 80 percent of 

households are willing to save money by cutting energy costs. So the “green” 

households are a great target for energy efficiency programs. Due to the primary 

motivator of cost savings for conserving energy, there is a high market potential for the 

energy efficiency programs. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review  
 

 

2.1 Recent Studies on the Exchange Traded Funds 
 

With the development of financial markets and instruments, Exchange Traded 

Funds have emerged in recent decades. They have been available in the US and 

European markets since 1993 and 1999 repectively (SEC Release, 2008). What is more, 

ETFs are now enjoying huge popularity around the globe with particular rapid growth in 

developing countries such as China, India, South Korea and Brazil. At the same time, the 

ETFs are becoming a popular investment tool, which are widely recognized among both 

individual and institutional investors. They combine parts of the features of mutual funds 

and parts of the features of stocks. Lot of their growth has led to a surge of  empirical 

studies. 

 

Nguyen (2005) tests the opening and closing of ETF markets in a multi-market 

trading environment and finds that the opening trades on AMEX are most costly, which 

is consistent with the market power hypothesis. This paper also inspects competition 

among exchanges for order flow in ETFs. The result shows that ECNs dominate the 

market for ETFs. Another essay studies the short-term and the long-term effects of mult-

imarket trading and the Nguyen paper examines the entry of multiple markets in the 

trading of DIA, QQQ, and SPY.  

 

In recent years, many research papers have focued more detail on ETFs. Boney 

(2007) examines ETFs to connected fund investors and financial market and explored a 

further understanding. This paper tests the effects new products have on the market of 
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existing and similar products and whether investor perceptions and potential biases 

affect fundamental aspects of ETFs and closed-end funds.  

 

Sanchez and Wei (2010) observe the bid-ask spread, the information component 

of the spread, and the holding period of 77 ETFs for the period of April to June in 2004. 

Buetow and Henderson (2012) analyze ETF returns to evaluate how closely ETF prices 

replicate exposures to their benchmark indices. The analysis in this paper stresses 

practical considerations that influence index replication. The study of Rompotis (2012) 

explores the performance and trading features of 43 German ETFs traded on the XTRA 

market during the period 2003-05. The analysis shows that these ETFs have almost the 

same return to the underlying indexes, but suffered greater risk than indexes. 

 

There are also papers that study the ETFs in the newly developing markets. 

Prasanna (2012) inspects the features and growth pattern of all the 82 exchange traded 

schemes floated and traded on Indian Stock markets, and estimates their performance 

using Data Envelopment Analysis. 

  

In 2009 Debasish used the data from June 1995 to May 2009 in the Indian 

futures and stock markets to test the relationship between index futures trading and spot 

market volatility. The research paper obtained the results that index futures trading in 

India are related to two aspects. They are the decrease in spot price volatility and the 

decrease trading efficiency in the underlying stock market. Thus index futures trading 

seem to have brought about market stabilization, but along with loss of market 

efficiency. 
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Hseu et al (2007) published a paper while covered the relative price efficiencies 

of S & P 500, Nasdaq-100 and DJIA in the spot, futures and ETF markets from March 

2000 to March 2001. This paper employed co-integration in the analysis to find long-run 

relationships. 
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Chapter 3: Data and Methodology 

 

3.1 Data  

For Sour Crude Oil, this paper selects the U.S. crude oil index (USCOI) as a tool 

in analyze. USCOI was listed from Jan 14
th

 2009, which is calculated using the 

arithmetic average of daily assessed spot Deep Water Mars Blend, Poseidon and 

Southern Green Canyon crude oil prices. This outright price is derived using the average 

of three sour crude price spreads versus West Texas Intermediate crude oil at Cushing. In 

order to match information among all data sets, this paper chooses a time horizon which 

is owned by all variables. So USCOI data includes the historical daily closing price from 

Aug 17
th

 2012 to Aug 15
th

 2013, 250 days data are collected from Bloomberg. All of the 

first stationary must be tested before using in regression since time series data are being 

used, the data need to be tested for stationary before use in the regression analysis. This 

paper employs Dickey–Fuller test whose null hypothesis is the time series data set has a 

unit root to check if all data sets are stationary. If the test result shows nonstationary all 

data sets should be the first difference processed or the regression analyses is 

meaningless.  

What follows is the Dickey–Fuller test result for Sour Crude Oil (Table 3.1): 
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Table 3.1 

The p-value=0 in Table 3.1, because of the original confidence interval in Stata is 

95% and 0<5%. Therefore, the result rejects the null hypotheses. The Sour Crude Oil 

data is stationary. 

For Green Energy ETFs` data, this paper selects 6 ETFs which are traded on 

the U.S. market. They are Claymore S&P Global Water Index (CGW), First Trust 

Global Wind Energy (FAN), First Trust ISE Water Index Fund (FIW), Market Vectors 

Solar Energy (KWT), Power Shares Wilder Hill Clean Energy (PBW) and First Trust 

NASDAQ Clean Edge US (QCLN).  These 6 Green Energy ETFs cover almost all 

kinds of green energy industry such as solar, wind and water energy. Furthermore, 

another two comprehensive ETFs are aimed at fixing missing vectors.  As previously 

mentioned all 250 days data were collected from Bloomberg Terminal.  

CGW seeks investment results that correspond generally to the performance of 

the S&P Global Water Index. It has nearly 250 million dollars market capital and the 

recent NAV was around $24.3. Table 3.2 shows the result of Dickey–Fuller test on 

CGW`s daily NAV. P-value=0<5% proved that CGW is a stationary data set. 

         

 

Table 3.2 

 FAN seeks the ISE Global Wind Energy Index before fees and expenses. Even 

though FAN acts as a small capital role in the ETF market, 64.81% return supplied a 
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consistent upward trend. For regression analysis, p-value also rejects the null hypotheses 

of Dickey–Fuller test. Using the same method to another four variables other ETF’s, 

FIW, KWT, PBW and QCLN, are they all stationary as well. Appendix includes this part 

of the results.            

                    

 

Table 3.3 

3.2 Methodology  
 

This research focus on both long and short-term relationships between two 

financial instruments. It uses the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) or Vector 

Autoregression Model. The VECM model is a multi-factors model often used in 

estimating how fast the dependent variables could come back to equilibrium when 

independent variables change. It is similar to the Vector Autoregression Model and both 

of them should be used with stationary data.  

The Vector Autoregression Model combines multiple variables which are regressed on 

their own lags. The lags of the other variables are included as independent variables in 

order to construct a model to test the relationships. Thus many equations are combined 

in the system and have the same numbers of regressors. But the difference is the VECM 

model should be used among co-integrated time series data. Therefore this paper will 

follow the Johansen test co-integration methodology to test time series data, then use 
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VAR or VECM model to find the relationship. The results from the Johansen test also 

show long-run causality indirectly. This test also came from the logic of the VAR Model 

and VECM, thus the functions are similar. 

 

 

 

Johansen test: 

                     

(3.1) 

where 

Xt = vector of variables observed at date t.  There are 7 Xts in this paper: 6 Green Energy 

ETFs and the Sour Crude Oil spot price, they expand the test function to including 7 

variables. 

α = the matrix of coefficients. Many equations exist since putting the multi-time series 

data in a test. To merge these equations, a matrix should be used which is called the co-

integrating matrix. This matrix is defined by how many orders of lags and co-integrating 

rank of the system. The “α” represents the coefficient of this matrix. 

β, β0, β1 = matrix of coefficients, they decide the trend, intercept of co-integrating 

vectors in the system .  

ɣ0 =  intercepts vector  in the equations  

ɣ1 = vector of the linear trend coefficients. 

Γj = matrices which define the lag structure  
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VECM or VAR  

𝑌𝑡 = 𝑉 +∑𝛼(𝑡−𝑝)𝑌(𝑇−𝑃)

𝑘

𝑝=1

+∑𝛽(𝑡−𝑝)𝑋(𝑡−𝑝)

𝑘

𝑝=1

+ µ 

                                                                                                                          (3.2) 

 

As the explained above, Yt and Xt are vectors which represent Sour Crude Oil and 

Green Energy ETFs. In VECM or VAR, Sour Crude Oil and Green Energy ETFs are 

defined by lagged values and the results explained the relationship between independent 

variables and dependent variable which are reported by the model. VARs are easy to 

interpret and use since it is a simple framework that provides a systematic way in 

multiple time series to capture rich dynamics.  The main objective to use VARs is to 

provide data description, policy analysis, forecasting and structural inference coherently 

and credibly.  VARs have been proven to be reliable and powerful tools in the use of data 

description and forecasting.  

 

3.3 Hypotheses of Johansen test 
 

H01: no co-integration among variables. 

H02: 1 co-integration among variables. 

H03: 2 co-integration among variables. 

H04: 3 co-integration among variables. 

H05: 4 co-integration among variables. 

H06: 5 co-integration among variables. 
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H07: 6 co-integration among variables. 

H08: 7 co-integration among variables. 

H09: there is co-integration among variables. 

From H01 to H08 are null hypotheses, H09 is an alternative hypotheses. As the 

illustrated in section 3.2, if the test result accepts H09 and rejects the null hypotheses, the 

VECM should be used in further analysis. If it accepts the null hypotheses, the VAR 

model shows instead of VECM. The results reject the null hypotheses when the trace 

statistic value is greater than the critical value.    

 

3.4 The results of the test  

 

The most reasonable number of lags should be determined before the test uses all 

data sets. From Table 3.4 most “*” appear in lag 7, therefore in the Johansen test and 

other Models in this paper, 7 lags need to be included in the calculation.

 

Table 3.4. 

Table 3.5 displays the results of the Johansen test. The maximum rank means the 

number of equations and 10 lags were chosen in this test. Since under a fixed number of 

equations more lags supply larger matrixes which make the test more completely.  All 
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the trace statistic values are greater than the 05% critical value, thus under any rank, the 

results of the test rejected the null hypothesises. As Chapter 3 mentioned, the VECM 

model should be employed and there is strong long-term co-integration among variables. 

 

 

Table 3.5. 
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Chapter 4: Analysis of Results  

 

4.1 Data Overview  

According to Table 4.1 below, there are 249 data points in each data set. 

SCOSPRET stands for the return of U.S. Sour Crude Oil spot price. Other variables 

stand for the return of each Green Energy ETFs, which was discussed in the last chapter.  

All means are negative with high volatility and the information indicated both markets 

suffered a high risk with a negative daily return.

 

Table 4.1. 

 

In table 4.2,   the correlation of different main variables were computed. The 

correlations show  a negative relationship between Sour Crude Oil and each Green 

Energy ETFs. It is obvious to find that the range of correlations is from -0.2 to -0.4, so 

the influence from all these ETFs might be in the same degree. 
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Table 4.2. 

 

4.2 Results of Vector Error Correction Model 

The whole results of the VECM were put included in the Appendix and this 

chapter only includes some parts that are directly related to the analysis. Table 4.3 

includes ΔSCOPTRET as the dependent variable. The coefficient column includes all 

the matrix coefficients and a significant z-value represents the coefficient of an 

equantion is not equal 0. Furthermore, a long-term causality exists. There are 3 negative 

coefficients and 3 positive coefficients In Table 4.3. However, 2 out of 6 are not 

significant under the 95% confidence interval. Comparing the VECM result to the 

Johansen test result in Chapter 3, only four meaningful coefficents seems less significant 

so we can reject the nul hypothesises. Further more, all coefficents in Table4.4 are 

statistically insignificant. That means no short run causality between Sour Crude Oil and 

Green Energy ETFs. 
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Table 4.3. 

 

The conclusion based on the above VECM result which put ΔSCOPTRET in the 

variable indicate there is not a dependent position short-run relationship and weak 

relationship between financial instruments. However, it is possible to assume that the 

difference between the VECM result and the Johansen test result may be because 

ΔSCOPTRET should appear as an independent position, in other words, the Sour Crude 

Oil price influences the Green Energy ETFs price significantly, with little inverse 

feedback.  
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    Table 4.4 

 

In order to prove the assumption, ΔSCOPTRET would be treated as an 

independent variable and combine all ETFs as a whole, then we can run the regression 

using VECM again. The “close” and “lastprice” stand for NAV closing price and Sour 

Crude Oil last price.The results seem near to the assumption. For the long-run causality, 

the coefficient of the matrix equation is significant and Z-value much greater than the 

critical value which is near to 1.9. Therefore, a strong negative relationship exists 

between the kings of the two financial instruments when ΔSCOPTRET in an 

independent variable position. For the short-run causality, almost 5 z-values are 

significant so the short-run causality exists as well, especially before the 4
th

 lag 
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Table 4.5. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
 

In recent years, Sour Crude Oil has been increasingly linked to gas emission 

issues. At the same time ETFs became popular since they have advantages compared to 

mutual funds. This paper investigated the dynamics among the Sour Crude Oil spot price 

and NAVs of five Green Energy ETFs from Aug 17th 2012 to Aug 15th 2013. Using 

these 250 days data as a sample, I tested if there are long-term and short-term 

relationships existing between Sour Crude Oil and Green Energy ETFs. This paper 

found a relationship between two financial markets which is similar to conclusions in 

previous research (Chapter 2). Financial markets are not absolutely independent among 

each other, but not all relationships are strong enough to cause a fluctuation.   

In Chapter 4, the Johansen test showed a long-term relationship but didn`t 

express which is leading indicator. In the VECM model, the result contradict this using 

the Johansen test when put Sour Crude Oil in a dependent variable. Not every short-term 

coefficient is significant and no long-term co-integration. However if the position of 

variables was changed, the result showed reasonable significance in both long-term and 

short-term. Therefore it is easy to find that Sour Crude Oil spot price is a leading 

indicator. In another word, the Green Energy ETF market was affected by oil spot price. 

Conversely, our results indicate that there is very little feedback from Sour Crude Oil to 

ETFs market. 
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Appendix A: D-fuller Test 
 

D-fuller test for FAN 

 

 

D-fuller test for FIW 

 

 

D-fuller test KWT 
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D-fuller test for QCLN 

 

 

D-fuller test for TAN 
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Appendix B: VECM result 
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